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A. Telnet
B. RDP
C. SSH
D. VNC
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is responsible for maintaining
certificates in a public key infrastructure (PKI)?
A. Domain Controller
B. Certification Authority
C. Internet Authentication Server
D. Certificate User
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A process is required for a telecoms company to work cases
supplied via a daily Excel file Although the file will only
contain around 1000 rows, the average case time is such that
the workload is far too big for one machine to complete in a
day, so the solution has been designed with multiple machines
in mind. One machine will load the work queue while the others
wait, then once the queue is ready all machines will work it
together.
The requirements state that the input file is machine
generated, has a known format is generally clean but may
contain exceptions - rows with an empty cell, partial phone
numbers, or accounts that don't exist. What should the solution
do to combat this problem?
A. The solution should validate the data and check that the
accounts exist in the target applications beforehand, so that
only clean cases are loaded into the queue.
B. The solution should read the file and load the queue without
validating the data The data validation should be the first
step in working a queue item, with invalid cases marked as
exceptions.
C. The solution should open the file and delete any row with
either missing, incomplete or invalid data.
Then the clean' file should be read and the resulting
collection added to the queue.
D. The solution should apply a filter to the Excel file to hide
any row with empty cells and only load the complete rows.
E. The solution should read the file and then loop through the
resulting collection and discard any row with either missing,
incomplete or invalid data. Then the 'clean' collection should
then be loaded into the queue
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Scenario: Auto-created client printers are enabled within a
XenDesktop deployment. A
Citrix Administrator receives complaints from users of the
Finance group who say they do
NOT have the option to print to tray three on their default
printer. The administrator decides to implement session

printing for only the Finance users to resolve this issue.
Which two steps should the administrator take to meet the
requirements of the scenario?
(Choose two.)
A. Disable automatic installation of in-box printer drivers.
B. Install the printer drivers on the Desktop OS machine.
C. Configure a session printer policy within Citrix policies.
D. Configure network printers on the client device.
E. Enable legacy client printer names.
Answer: C,E
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